Doing Business in Albania - The paramedical wholesaler
the one page summary of the business
plan that follows

1. Executive Summary

put the necessary information about the team members

2. The Management Team

give an idea why we believe we could be
a successful team
the business model should take into
consideration to avoid the 4Fs:

Family/Friends/Fools/Fanatics
these are wrong investors

it follows the feasibility analysis
it surrounds the product with the core strategy
it describes specific business processes
it provides a partnership/network model
(with customers, suppliers, external
partners etc)

what is a business model

it shows how to create and deal with
distinctive resources
it represents a unique approach in
creating value in the market
does it make sense?

test it/benchmark it/ask people about it
do preliminary research, find arguments
but also learn from them

will the partners (cooperative businesses)
agree? and how motivated will they be?
will the customers be interested or
motivated to do business with us?

key questions for business models

examine need and competition
find unique and original advantages
consider financial, socio-cultural,
technological, motivational and
knowledge and resource based factors

how easily can we be copied?

study viability of the business

can we cover our overheads soon?
study both the internal and network value chain

internal activities (primary and secondary)
external activities
business mission
product/market scope

1. Core strategy
3-Business Model

basis for differentiation
core competencies

2. Strategic resources

strategic assets
suppliers (SCM)

Which are the components of a Business Model

partnerships

3. Partnership network

other key relationships
target customer
fulfillment and support

4. Customer interface

pricing structure
financial resources
human resources

Core competencies

informational resources
supply resources
unique set of resources
experience, expertise, knowledge, relationships

Core competencies

3. Business Model

impact on specific product lines and on customer value
difficult to imitate

it is a preliminary evaluation of
a business idea

important determinants for customer
value and satisfaction in which our
company is better than competitors

Competitive advantage

definition: feasibility analysis is
the process of determining if a
business idea is viable

customer satisfaction and loyalty
strong brand position

Competitive excellence

high market share
high ROI
access to resources and network

look for small but dynamic changes in the society

microtrends

effort

we are looking for: knowledge, skills
expertise and experience
(entrepreneurial, industrial

1. Business idea / opportunity
description of the product/service

diversified risk
compatibility

target groups
age/income/family/lifestyle/geographical
characteristics/behavior

psychological support

Key issue 1: Co-founders

intended target market

continuity and commitment

market segmentation

number of co-founders

which is our best benefit for the customers

clear agreement and stakes are needed

benefits
2. The Concept Test statement

finding them

find our best unique benefit and use it in
order to position our products
establish our brand at the top of the mind
of our target group

initial evaluation and hiring

3a-Building a new venture team

training

positioning

Key issue 2: Recruiting and selecting key employees

target to the mental position

giving responsibilities to others
creating the right corporate culture from the start

distribution and sales model

fare and motivating management is
important from day one

validate the underlying premise
develop further the idea

product feasibility

board of directors

try to estimate sales
Key issue 3:

being in the introduction or growth stages
of the product-life-cycle
industry attractiveness

having low operating margins

work on our presentation skills
unclear model? must be precise and clear
about our business model

not being crowded
markets of uncontested space vs
cutthroat competitive markets

numbers/ give numbers
return on investment/ give ROI

blue ocean strategy vs competitive strategies

try to find blue oceans

Equity / What the investor will take?

value innovation

testing

create uncontested market space

commitment

make the competition irrelevant

3b-In front of the investors

industry/market feasibility

focus on non-customers

1st mover
negotiations/ be ready for negotiations

create and capture new demand

brand name
blue ocean strategy

break the value-cost tradeoff (seek
greater value to customers and low cost
simultaneously)

it is good to know the potential investors
barriers of entry/ easily copied idea
it's good having contracts and deals
already in place

align the whole system of our company's
activities in pursuit of differentiation and
low cost

make the idea presentable

market timeliness: when is the right time
to enter a market?

first-mover advantage

lenders and investors
consultants

being important to the customer

second-mover advantage

board of advisors

future direction of the company

2A. Feasibility Analysis: the steps

changes in company's
product/market/customer technology to
improve

vertical and niche markets
the business plan includes the
strategic and financial plans

passion, commitment, knowledge,
expertise, understanding,
social/professional network

Business plan cannot be below 150
pages - best to be 200 pages

resource sufficiency (non-financial)
3. Feasibility analysis

how much?

owner cash percentage required

are changes under way in the competitive
landscape acting to enhance or weaken
the company's prospects?

collateral required
interest rates
availability
required information

what to consider
external considerations

control asserted by the lender

The Business Plan

industry reports
annual and periodical reports

social network
observation

should we plan to abandon any of the
markets, market segments, or customer
groups we are currently serving?

factors to consider in deciding on a
company's future direction

formal resources

what are our ambitions for the
company-what industry standing do we
want the company to have?

financial performance of similar businesses

academic studies

financial feasibility

will our present business generate
sufficient growth and profitability to please
shareholders?

informal resources
sales
profitability
internal considerations

Strategic vision

cash flow - payment terms
customer base

types of information

strategic groups or segments

what resource strengths does the
company have that will aid its ability to
add new products/services and/or get into
new businesses?
is the company stretching its resources
too thin by trying to compete in too many
product categories or market arenas,
some of which are unprofitable?

customer satisfaction and loyalty

4. Mission and Vision

actual similarity to your venture

is the company's technological focus too
broad or too narrow?

the amount of capital invested

delineates management's aspirations for the business

the ROI timeframe
the risks

what, if any, new customer groups and/or
geographic markets should the company
get in position to serve?
are there any emerging market
opportunities the company ought to
pursue?

payback arrangements
consequences of default

interviews and analysis in media

future prospects

is the outlook for the company promising,
if the sticks with its present
product/market/customer/technology
focus and strategic direction?

total start up investment

where from?

current market position

a strategic vision describes the route a
company intends to take in developing
and strengthening its business; it lays out
the company's strategic course in
preparing the future

management prowess
organisational feasibility

facilities, labor pool, intellectual property
protection, technological capabilities

developing a strategic vision: involves
thinking strategically about

the duration to cover is 3-5 years

provides a panoramic view of "where are we going?"

overall financial attractiveness of the venture

charts a strategic path

the alternatives for investing (opportunity cost)

avoid wording and language that is
general and boring and could apply to any
company

Subtopic
key elements of a strategic vision
describe exit strategies for the possible investors

give information about the funding
requirements, breakeven year, expected
returns (IRR, NPV)
make projections of the Balance Sheet,
Income Statement and the Cash Flow
Statement at least for three years

14. Exit strategies

is distinctive and specific to a particular organization
captures the emotions of employees and
steers them in a common direction
is challenging and a bit beyond
company's immediate reach

give the company a sense of direction

13. Financials

look with open eyes on the risks and describe them
develop your risk management ideas

mold organizational identity
a well conceived, well communicated
vision, functions as a valuable managerial
tool to:

create a committed enterprise
illuminate the company's directional path
make strategic decisions

role of a strategic vision

12. Risks

translate the vision into hard-edged
objectives and strategies

provide managers with a reference point to:

prepare the company for the future
explain how you intend to run your business
include organisational chart

Characteristics of an effectively worded
vision statement

11. Production/Operations

graphic, directional, focused, flexible,
feasible, desirable, easy to communicate

include HR aspects

develop marketing strategy (7Ps) for
penetrating the market and taking your
planned market share

identifies boundaries of a company's
current business and says smth about:

10. Marketing Section

conveys:

Mission statement
key elements

who is being satisfied
how customer needs are satisfied

1.ansoff matrix for growth strategies
cost leadership
broad differentiation

2.generic strategies by porter to define
my competitive advantage

types of customers served

who we are; what we do; why we are here;

to describe what is being satisfied

the balanced scorecard
market penetration; market development;
product development; diversification

focused cost leadership

present products and services
geographic coverage

characteristics

identify and demonstrate the components
of our company's macro-environment

9. Growth and Generic Business Strategies

the PESTEL framework
identify the industry's dominant economic features

focused differentiation

identify the industry's dominant economic traits

strategic alliances; internal development;
acquisition; joint venture; outsource;
franchise

key questions regarding industry and
competitive environment
3.means of implementation

the experience curve effect
industry type

fully diversify from competitors and make
them unable to follow
observe my customers; build on their
needs; create through joint ventures a
chain of value added services

five forces analysis

Strategy and competitive advantage

the most common driving forces for the
specific industry

forces driving industry competition

8. Strategic Objectives

build a competitive advantage
cultivate clientele of loyal customers

emerging; fragmented; mature; declining; global

industry analysis implications for strategy
Industry analysis

change and drivers of change
profitability, growth rate, size,
customers/risk, barriers/risk, capital
intensity

objectives of our competitive strategy

defeat rivals
the five generic competitive strategies

industry attractiveness

cooperative strategies

how attractive is the paramedical industry today?

factors to consider in assessing industry attractiveness

assess our industry and benchmark it
competitive force of potential entry
common barriers to entry

factors affecting threat of entry

when is the threat of entry stronger or weaker
Porter's five forces model of competition

analyse the five competitive forces

analyse substitutes: when their
competition is stronger or weaker
factors affecting bargaining powers of
suppliers/ when they are weaker or
stronger
strategic implications of the 5 competitive forces

who are our competitors
similar-specific
identify our competitors
5A. External or MacroEnvironment
Analysis: Industry and competitive
conditions

similar-general

direct/indirect

different-specific
different-general
strategic focus

define their brand proposition

5. Industry and Competitive
Analysis: Situation Analysis

what our competitors stand for?

brand associations
positioning

competition analysis
analyse their 7Ps
share of market/mind/heart
future expansion capabilities

specify their strengths and weaknesses

any information from previous analysis
their quality, availability, assistance, staff

what strategic moves are competitors
likely to make next?
what makes our competitors to be
stronger or weaker; weapons for
competing and factors affecting the
strength of rivalry

watch them and study them

analyse the typical weapons for competing
we can differentiate based on a key
success factor

opportunities outside the competitive box

can we make competition seem irrelevant?
build synergies
add value through synergies with other industries

nature of the industry and competitive conditions

the stages of the industry life cycle

attend conferences
participate in associations
read trade books, portals
develop competitive intelligence

talk to potential customers
do mystery shopping
study your competitors
ask your employees

Common types of Key Success Factors

what are the key factors for competitive success?

SWOT analysis
price and cost attractiveness
how well is working the current strategy
5B. Internal or MicroEnvironment Analysis

our company's situation analysis

Resource strengths and weaknesses
Competitive deficiencies
competencies vs core competencies vs
distinctive competencies

the value chain of our industry
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include ratios

combination of industry sales through time

